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A Blemish on the Modern Face of Turkey:
The Historical Background and Social, Legal, and
International Implications of Virginity Testing in
Turkey
In February of last year, the Turkish Government rescinded a
controversial law that allowed school girls suspected of having
pre-marital sex to be given virginity tests.' This law was supported
by the Statute for Awards and Discipline in the High School
Education Institutions, which was issued by the Ministry of
Education of Turkey in January 1995.2 This statute stated that
proof of "un-chastity" was a valid reason for expulsion of females
from the formal education system.' The rescission came with an
amendment of this statute stating that school administrators no
longer had the right to "determine" whether girls are virgins.4 The
amendment also eliminated reference to the girls' chastity as a
basis for expulsion and instead called for expulsion of students not
"behaving properly" in school.' The impetus to rescind this law
came after five students attempted suicide by taking rat poison
rather than be subjected to such tests.6
The rescission of this law allowing virginity testing in State
schools came about a month after new legislation was passed
permitting Turkish women to legally accept employment without
their spouse's permission, and an amendment to the Turkish Civil
I Turkey Scraps Virginity Tests, BBC News (Feb. 28, 2002),
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/1845784.htm (on file with the North Carolina
Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation).
2 Victoria Baxter, Virginity Testing of Female Students, AAAS HUMAN RIGHTS
ACTION NETWORK, SCIENCE AND HUMAN RIGHTS PROGRAM (Aug. 1, 2001),
http://shr.aaas.org/aaashran/alert.php?a id=188 (on file with the North Carolina Journal
of International Law and Commercial Regulation).
3 Id.
4 Turkey Scraps Virginity Tests, supra note 1.
5 Id.
6 Id.
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Code allowing married women7 access to an equal share of the
assets if the couple divorces.8 Although these modifications are a
step in the right direction, much more needs to be changed in order
to finally give the women of Turkey legal equality and human
rights. This should include complete protection from virginity
testing, protection recognized by most other members of the E.U.,
in which Turkey strives to become a member.9
A Turkish woman's worth in society is still based on her
chastity. " Because of this, sexual crimes against women in
7 Tabitha Morgan, Turkish Women Get Equal Rights, BBC News (Jan. 1, 2002),
http://news.bbc.co.uk/l/hi/world/monitoring/media-reports/1737099.stm (on file with
the North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation).
8 Id.
9 Turkey: Human Rights Developments, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH WORLD REPORT
2001, at http://www.hrw.org/wr2kl/europe/turkey.html (last visited Jan. 23, 2003) (on
file with the North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation).
In December of 1999, Turkey was finally recognized as a candidate for membership into
the European Union (E.U.), but this was conditioned on the satisfaction of generally
recognized human rights standards. Id. The Turkish government made little progress on
human rights reforms in 2000, and failed to take advantage of this opportunity. Id. It is
speculated that these new marital asset reforms and the rescission of the law allowing for
virginity testing in schools discussed supra notes 1-8, may now be aimed at gaining
membership into the E.U. Id. In December of 1997, the E.U. rejected Turkey's bid for
membership. DOUGLAS A. HOWARD, THE HISTORY OF TURKEY 184-85 (Frank W.
Thackeray ed., 2001). The European Commission has officially formed an agreement
that will allow the E.U. to finalize the recommendation that ten candidate countries
should be invited to join the European Union in 2004. EU Reaches Landmark
Expansion Deal, BBC News (Oct. 25, 2002), http://news.bbc.co.uk/l/
hi/world/europe/2359789.stm (on file with the North Carolina Journal of International
Law and Commercial Regulation). These countries include: Cyprus, Czech Republic,
Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia. Id.
However, the European Commission will not propose a date for Turkey to start accession
talks. Id. E.U. sources said Turkey had still not met the economic and human rights
criteria for becoming a member of the E.U. Ten States Listed for EU Membership, BBC
News (Oct. 4, 2002), http://news.bbc.co.uk/l/hi/world/europe/2298639.stm (on file with
the North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation).
10 Turkey is not alone in associating a woman's honor as well as her family's
honor, with her chastity. The Spanish penal code recognizes offenses against honor and
also recognizes honor as a defense in justifying certain criminal activities. JULIAN PITT-
RIVERS, THE FATE OF SHECHEM OR THE POLITICS OF SEX: ESSAYS IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY
OF THE MEDITERRANEAN, 23-24 (1977). In parts of Brazil, a man can justifiably kill his
adulterous wife to maintain his honor. Criminal Injustice: Violence Against Women in
Brazil, HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, WOMEN'S RIGHTS PROJECT/AMERICA'S WATCH, 24
(1991). In Algeria, a woman can be required to prove her virginity before she and her
partner can obtain a marriage license. A Matter of Power: State Control of Women's
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Turkey are not categorized as crimes against that individual
woman but instead are classified by law as "Felonies Against
Public Decency and Family Order."11 In contrast, other forms of
battery are classified as "Felonies Against Individuals. 12 Because
of the importance of a woman's virginity in Turkish society, a
woman's sexual autonomy is often made the business of the
woman's family, and in some cases the State.13 It is for this reason
that the use of virginity testing came into existence and continues
to be a tool used by the families of the woman, the new husband,
and the State. 4
Although the law that allowed virginity testing in State schools
has now been rescinded, the threat of virginity testing for the
women of Turkey remains a stark reality. Virginity testing in
Turkey is still supported by written rules in some State hospitals,
as a prerequisite to some civil service jobs, and when a woman
makes an accusation that she was raped. Moreover, the Turkish
civil and criminal codes have not been amended to remove those
laws that perpetuate the importance of a woman's virginity in
society and perpetuate the use of virginity tests.
Virginity tests are "gynecologic examinations that attempt to
correlate the status of the hymen 5 with the occurrence of sexual
Virginity in Turkey, 6 HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, WOMEN'S RIGHTS PROJECT 7, 5 (1994)
[hereinafter HRW Report]. In China, a woman's honor and her family's honor also
relates to her status as a virgin. Id.
II HRW report, supra note 10, at 7. Crimes under this heading include rape, acting
indecently in public or engaging in sexual intercourse in public, "remov[ing] the
virginity of a girl who has completed fifteen years of age, with a promise of marriage,"
and abducting an adult woman through force. Id.
12 Id. See also D. Christopher Decker, A Broken Promise: The Continued Use of
Virginity Control Examinations in Turkey, 4 BUFF. HUM. RTS. L. REv. 317, 332 (1998)
[hereinafter Broken Promise].
13 See Martina W. Frank, MPH, Virginity Examinations in Turkey, 282 JAMA, No.
1-6, at 485 (Aug. 4, 1999), available at http://www.amaassn.org/special/womh/
library/readroom/vol_282a/jlf90016.htm (on file with the North Carolina Journal of
International Law and Commercial Regulation) [hereinafter JAMA Survey].
14 See HRW Report, supra note 10.
15 The hymen is defined as, "the thin membrane of skin that may stretch across part
of the vaginal opening." Women and Global Human Rights, Virginity Testing, at
http://www.webster.edu/-woolflm/virginitytest.html (last visited Jan. 23, 2003) (on file
with the North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation).
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intercourse."' 16  Not only might these tests be scientifically
inaccurate, 7 but they also violate a woman's bodily integrity when
performed against her will. They involve pain, humiliation,
intimidation, and discrimination in that they are not performed on
males in Turkish society. 8 This concept is hard to understand in
Western society; therefore, the origins of the restrictions on female
sexual autonomy and the virginity test must be analyzed in the
context of Turkey's political, social, and religious history.
In evaluating the political and social history of Turkey, this
comment will thoroughly discuss Mustafa Kemal, 9 the founder
16 Id. Turkey is not the only country that utilizes virginity testing. These tests are
also being used in South Africa in an attempt to combat the spread of teenage
pregnancies and the deadly HIV virus. Johannesburg Reuters, Virginity Tests on
Comeback Trail in South Africa, JENDA: A JOURNAL OF CULTURE AND AFRICAN WOMEN
STUDIEs (2001), at http://www.jendajournal.com/jenda/voll. 1/virginity.html (last visited
Jan. 23, 2003) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of International Law and
Commercial Regulation).
The rationale behind using these tests to combat AIDS is that if young girls are tested,
they "will be fearful and will not engage in sexual activity." Id. South Africa is also
using these tests in an attempt to protect very young girls from child abuse. Women and
Global Human Rights, Virginity Testing, at http://www.webster.edu/-woolflm/
virginitytest.html (last visited Jan. 26, 2003) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of
International Law and Commercial Regulation).
In India, virginity testing is used not only to determine whether a woman is a virgin, but
also to reveal the woman's past "lovers." Id. These past "lovers" are then forced to pay
a large sum of money to the bride's family, since that family's unchaste daughter will
never be taken by a man in marriage. Id.
17 There are many doctors who claim that the hymen is not a good indicator of a
woman's status as a virgin given that a woman can be born without a hymen, the hymen
can easily be ruptured during normal physical activities and sports, and moreover, the
hymen can be broken or stretched by the use of feminine menstrual products. Women
and Global Human Rights, Virginity Testing, at http://www.webster.edu/
-woolflm/virginitytest.html (last visited Jan. 26, 2003) (on file with the North Carolina
Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation). Moreover, the hymen is soft
tissue and has the ability to heal within seven to ten days. Broken Promise, supra note
12, at 335.
18 Human Rights Watch, Turkey: Virginity Tests Reinstated, July 25, 2001,
http://www.hrw.org/press/2001/07/turkey0724.htm (on file with the North Carolina
Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation).
19 Mustafa Kemal earned the name AtatOrk, which is what he is known as today.
Atatfirk means "Father of the Turks." WWI Biographical Dictionary, Atatfirk, at
http://raven.cc.ukans.edu/-kansite/wwone/bio/a/ataturk.html (last visited Jan. 23, 2003)
(on file with the North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial
Regulation).
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and first president of the Modem Turkish Republic and his
contributions to Turkish society. 2° The comment will place an
emphasis on Atattirk's role in defining and implementing
programs to bring social, political, and legal equality to the women
of Turkey. l Part III of this comment will evaluate the effect of
Atatlirk's death, the breakdown of secularism, and the resurgence
of Islam into Turkish society.22 This comment will then briefly
address Islam as a religion and examine how the basis of Islam
and its customs and rituals affect the treatment of women in
Turkey.23 Part IV Provides a brief introduction to virginity testing
in modem Turkey.
Part V explores the origins of virginity testing and examines
the role of forensic physicians in the performance and
administration of testing. Part VI provides a discussion of which
women are primarily affected by these tests, and which State
agencies in Turkey are involved in the administration of virginity
tests.26
Further, Part VII examines the Turkish civil and criminal code
and analyzes how these codes perpetuate the limits of female
sexual autonomy in Turkey, and how these codes and laws
constitute State action.27 Part VII further looks at the international
legal and human rights issues that are implicated by the use of
virginity tests in Turkey, and how this practice does not square
with many human rights agreements and covenants to which
Turkey has agreed.28  In conclusion, Part VIII offers some
recommendations and possible remedies available to the women of
Turkey, both who have been tested and those women who could
face testing.29
20 See infra notes 34-54 and accompanying text.
21 See infra notes 56-89 and accompanying text.
22 See infra notes 91-99 and accompanying text.
23 See infra notes 107-34 and accompanying text.
24 See infra notes 139-46 and accompanying text.
25 See infra notes 143-66 and accompanying text.
26 See infra notes 170-216 and accompanying text.
27 See infra notes 217-48 and accompanying text.
28 See infra notes 249-86 and accompanying text.
29 See infra notes 287-99 and accompanying text.
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I. The Rise of the Republic of Turkey
In World War I, the Ottoman Turkish Empire3" collapsed.31
Subsequently, General Mustafa Kemal led a movement of national
resistance to proposed peace negotiations that would have divided
Anatolia12 into several zones of foreign occupation, thereby
driving out Greece, Italy, France, and Great Britain.3 Thus, in
1923, Turkey became a nation.34
Immediately after Turkey's independence, a clash ensued over
the issue of what manner of State the new nation would be. Two
polarized groups emerged: the "Westernists" and the
"Easternists."35 The "Westernists" wanted to retain a mandate and
even accept foreign assistance, while the "Easternists" retained a
more radical approach, calling for the complete autonomy of the
nation and its people in a secular "people's democracy., 36 Yet,
Mustafa Kemal emphasized that the sovereignty of Turkey should
belong to the people and that no institutions, including Islam,
should compete with the sovereignty of the Turkish people.37 This
ideological foundation of Atattirk's reform program became
known as Kemalism. 38
Atatfirk's main points, or the "Six Arrows" of Kemalism,
were: republicanism, nationalism, populism, revolutionism,
30 See Timeline, infra Appendix.
31 HOWARD, supra note 9, at 1.
32 Library of Congress, Country studies: Turkey, at http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-
bin/query/r?frd/cstdy:@field(DOCID+tr0010) (last visited Jan. 23, 2003) (on file with
the North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation). The term
Turkey was not assigned to a specific geographical area until the Republic was founded
in 1923. Id. Modem-day Turkey was once called Anatolia, which was the Greek word
meaning sunrise, or more figuratively, the East. Id.
33 HOWARD, supra note 9, at 1.
34 Id. at 92.
35 Id.
36 Id. at 94.
37 Library of Congress, Country Studies, Turkey: Atatirk's Reforms, at
http://lcweb.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?frd/cstdy:@field (DOCID+tr0022) (last visited Jan. 23,
2003) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial
Regulation) [hereinafter Atatuirk's Reforms].
38 Id.
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dtatism, 39  and most controversially, secularism.4" Of these
reforms, the exclusion of Islam's dominant role in the life of the
Turkish nation proved to be the most shocking to Atattirk's
contemporaries." Atatfirk was aware of the dual function of Islam
in Turkish society: the private function, which gave emotional
meaning to life and the promise of salvation; and the public
function of providing a political ideology, a cultural identity, and
social solidarity.42 He was not opposed to Islam in the former
context, but he was troubled by the latter, although he and others
successfully made use of Islam as a rallying cry against invaders
in the War of Independence.43
In removing Islam from the dictates of everyday Turkish
39 Atatftrk explained this principle:
Our dtatism takes as its basis the private initiative and personal aptitudes of
individuals, but at the same time, taking account of all the needs of a great
nation and a broad land, and of the fact that so much still remains to be done, it
rests on the principle that the State must take charge of the national economy.
JANET BROWNING, ATATORK'S LEGACY TO THE WOMEN OF TURKEY 7 (1985).
40 Onder Renkliyildirim, Atatirk's Life and His Legacy, at
http://ataturk.turkiye.org/derleme/drkrnp0.htm (last visited Feb. 6, 2003) (on file with the
North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation). The first four
principles provide the basis for the new political life of the country, and the last two lay
down the guidelines for his reforms. One author evaluated Kemalism in this way:
a) Kemalism is a continuous process. It is not limited to any specific historical
era. Kemalism required those who came before us to carry out certain tasks.
Now it is our responsibility to carry those tasks even further forward and to
hand them down to future generations. The chief of these tasks is, briefly, to
bring Turkey to the level of contemporary civilization....
b) Kemalism is universal: it is a synthesis of all the principles governing the
life of our nation. It follows, therefore, that every problem which may arise in
our nation can and must be resolved through the application of Kemalist
principles.
c) As Kemalism is universal, any acquiescence in the government of the country
according to reactionary principles cannot be reconciled with the Kemalist
approach. No such compromises are possible; there is no such thing as "partial"
Kemalism.
Id.
41 See HOWARD, supra note 9, at 94 (describing the significance Islam had for the
parliament and its leaders).
42 ISLAM IN MODERN TURKEY: RELIGION, POLITICS AND LITERATURE IN A SECULAR
STATE 5-6 (Richard Tapper ed., 1991) [hereinafter ISLAM IN MODERN TURKEY].
43 Id. at 6.
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society, Atattirk began by abolishing the caliphate," which ended
any connection between the State and religion.45 Atatirk also
closed the sharia courts,46 thereby unifying Turkey's system of
public justice.47
Religious schools were closed and public education was also
secularized.48 These changes required that Turkey completely re-
think its entire social framework.
Ataftirk's reforms did not stop at the role of religion in Turkish
society. In the economic sphere, Atattirk envisioned that Turkey
would follow the path of industrialization, mineral exploitation,
and commerce, thus accepting foreign capital to accomplish these
goals.49 In doing this, Turkey would have to align itself with one
bloc or another in the world economic system.
The bloc that conformed to Atattirk's reform goals was the
Western bloc.50 Yet, Atatfirk was determined that all foreign
capital would be subject to Turkish law. He explained:
Our Country has not sufficient capital to develop its resources in
a short space of time. It is therefore in our interests to make use
of outside capital and resources .... Let it not be thought that
we are hostile to foreign capital. No, ours is a vast country
44 This is also known as the caliph, which is the title given to the supreme ruler of
the medieval Islamic world. HOWARD, supra note 9, at 203-04. This word derives from
the Arabic word khalifa, which means "successor." Id. This refers to the idea that this
leader is a spiritual ruler and successor of the Prophet Muhammad, the founder of Islam.
Id. The caliph had temporal and spiritual authority, but was not permitted prophetic
authority. Electric Library, Caliphate, at http://www.encyclopedia.com/html/cl/
caliphat.asp (last visited Feb. 6, 2003) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of
International Law and Commercial Regulation).
45 Atatfirk's Reforms, supra note 37.
46 Islamic canonical law is made up of material from the Qur'an (or Kur'an),
jurisprudential commentaries, traditions of the prophet, and the wisdom of community
consensus. HOWARD, supra note 9, at 209.
47 Id. at 93.
48 However, religious educational institutions were reopened after 1946. BINNAZ
TOPRAK, ISLAM AND POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT tN TURKEY 50 (1981).
49 BROWNING, supra note 39, at 5.
50 Id. In efforts to align Turkey economically with the Western bloc, Atattirk
involved westernized symbols from this period into the country. The adoption of the
western hat and clothing styles, introduction of western music into the schools, the
change of the weekly holiday from Friday to Sunday, the adoption of European metric
system and numerals were all examples of this symbolic secularization. TOPRAK, supra
note 48, at 45; see also DECKER, supra note 12, at 323.
[Vol. 28
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requiring much capital and great efforts. Provided that our laws,
are respected, we are always ready to give the necessary
assurances to foreign capital."
From 1923 to 1931, Atattirk continued his plans for thrusting
Turkey into capitalist mode. 52 Yet, in 1929 the Western world
was entering the economic crisis of the American Great
Depression, and the Turkish government lost some confidence in
this new policy of free trade and liberal economic policy.53 Also,
Turkey itself was suffering from the effects of the Great
Depression in America because the price of agricultural products,
Turkey's main export, drastically fell. 4  The Turkish State's
involvement in its economy then increased.5 The State became
directly involved in production and taxation levying both direct
and indirect taxes in order to accumulate capital 6.5  Large-scale
investment in State-owned enterprises emerged as a way to
combat and prevent foreign interests from exercising undue
influence over Turkey's economy.57 But in order for Atattrk to
initiate the strong State economy he envisioned, he would need the
women of Turkey on his side.58
II. Atatuirk's Vision for the Women of the New Republic
Atattirk saw the opportunity after the War of Independence to
present to the rest of the world a modem face for Turkey.59 But to
do this he recognized that women needed to be involved in the
social, political, and economic life of the nation.60 In a 1922
speech at Konya, Atatirk stated, "[i]t is necessary to make the
51 BROWNING, supra note 39, at 5.
52 Id.
53 Id. at 7.
54 Id.
55 Id. This illustrates the dtatism principle that was one of Atattirk's "Six Arrows"
of Kemelism, referred to in note 40, supra.
56 Id.
57 Id.
58 See id. at 9.
59 See NERMIN ABADAN-UNAT, WOMEN IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD: EVIDENCE
FROM TURKEY 21 (Monograph Series in World Affairs, Graduate School of Int'l
Studies, Univ. Denver, Vol. 22, 1986).
60 See id; see also BROWNING, supra note 39, at 11.
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illustrious women of Turkey share in our work, to lead our lives
together with them, to make Turkish women the partners, the
helpers of their men in scientific, social and economic life." 61
Although Islam purportedly stands for the belief that all are equal
before God, in Islam men are in charge of the women.62 Atatfirk
saw the subordination of women as an obstacle to his goal of
"reaching the level of contemporary civilization."63  Through
reform of the educational system and by way of attacks on
prevailing Islamic ideology, Atattirk sought to bring women to
economic, legal, and political equality with the men of Turkey.64
Atattirk realized that if Turkey was going to be economically
successful, women would need to become more active in the work
force.65 He used many incentives to get women to undertake paid
work outside the home.66 In a public speech at Izmir in 1923, he
stated: "Obviously society creates a division of labour, and in this
division women should carry out their own duties as well as
contribute to the general effort to improve the happiness and well-
being of our society. Domestic duties are not necessarily the most
important of a woman's responsibilities., 67 A 1926 law equalizing
pay between the sexes was the most important formal step taken
by Atatirk in the reform process. Under the law, there was to be
no difference in the wages paid to men and women, so long as the
work is of equal quality and productivity.68
At first blush, this would seem to be a very revolutionary
law.69 Yet, Atattirk still stressed that a woman's most important
job was motherhood.7" He described motherhood as a duty "to
bring up and educate a strong new generation of people who will
defend the country with determination and courage and pass on the
61 BROWNING, supra note 39, at 11 (quoting Atattirk).
62 JULIE MARCUS, A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE: ISLAM AND GENDER HIERARCHY IN
TURKEY 65 (Asian Studies Assoc. of Austl. Women in Asia Publication Series, 1992).
63 See ABADAN-UNAT, supra note 59, at 21.
64 BROWNING, supra note 39, at 2 (quoting Atattirk).
65 See id. at 11.
66 Id. at 10.
67 Id. at 11.
68 Id. at 10.
69 See id. at 11.
70 Id.
[Vol. 28
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knowledge of our nation to future generations."7  Moreover,
Atattirk passed no legislation that institutionalized job
opportunities for women in professions outside of the agricultural
and domestic fields.72
Atatiirk set out to introduce a completely new legal
framework, in order to further his goal of equality of the sexes.
On October 4, 1926, Turkey adopted a modified version of the
Swiss Civil Code.73 This Code made polygamy illegal, gave the
right to divorce to both women and men, removed any difference
between men and women in terms of inheritance, and by its
silence allowed Muslims to marry non-Muslims.74 The Code also
granted women the right to own and dispose of property and
further, the right to enter the army.75
Yet, the Turkish Civil Code differed in some respects from its
Swiss counterpart.76 In the Turkish Civil Code, the man remained
the head of the family, and if the woman chose to work outside of
the home, she had to obtain the permission of her husband.7
Nonetheless, the adoption of the modified Swiss Code was
successful in providing a favorable climate for change in the status
of women, but assumed its real importance only where changes it
made were realized by both sexes. 7' However, in rural areas,
especially those that had a predominately feudal atmosphere, the
Code had little to no impact.79
Atatirk also set out to give the women of Turkey equal rights
in the political process. In 1931, Turkish women gained the right
to be elected in municipal elections and in 1933 women were
71 Id.
72 Id. at 12.
73 1d,; see also ABADAN-UNAT, supra note 59, at 30.
74 BROWNING, supra note 39, at 1.
75 Id.
76 ABADAN-UNAT, supra note 59, at 30.
77 Id. at 184.
78 Id.
79 Id. In 1975, twenty-seven women's associations made several demands for
radical changes in the Turkish Civil Code. Id. Some of those demands were that the
head of household status should not be confined solely to the husband, the wife should
not be obligated to adopt the husband's family name, and women civil servants should
be able to take one year paid leave of absence following childbirth. Id. at 185.
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elected both in Istanbul and elsewhere to municipal and eldermen
councils.8" Then on December 5, 1934, the Grand National
Assembly adopted a proposal which conferred the right to vote in
national elections on all Turkish citizens who had reached the age
of twenty-two.81 In addition, all citizens thirty years of age,
regardless of sex, were given the right to be elected.82
It was also during Atatfirk's rule that women began to enter
some of the political positions that were reserved solely to men:
1927 witnessed the first woman lawyer in Turkish society; in 1930
entered the first woman judge and prosecutor; and in 1932 the first
woman diplomat entered the Foreign Ministry.83 These political
changes were revolutionary, but at the same time still being
enacted in a country where it would take more than legislation to
change most people's attitudes about women.
Atatiirk recognized that education would be important in
furthering equal rights for the women of Turkey, both legally and
politically, and also for promoting equal roles in the economic
development of the nation. For this reason Atattirk stated: "The
government's most creative and significant duty is education."84
Atattirk initiated an ambitious program of schooling both the
children and the adults of Turkey, making education free, secular,
and co-educational from the grade schools to the graduate
schools.8" Primary education was declared compulsory, and
Atattirk personally took part, with pencil and chalk in hand, in the
education of the nation.
Atattirk also passed the Law on Village Educators which
allowed young men from farming or peasant families, who had
successfully completed their military service and knew how to
80 NERMIN ABADAN-UNAT, XXX WOMEN IN TURKISH SOCIETY 19 (1981).
81 Id.; see also Broken Promise, supra note 12, at 323 (stating that in 1934 women
were granted suffrage rights).
82 ABADAN-UNAT, supra note 80, at 19.
83 BROWNING, supra note 39, at 39.
84 Mustafa Kemal Atattirk, Strides in Education, at http://www.ataturk.com/
education.htm (last visited Jan. 15, 2003) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of
International Law and Commercial Regulation). This is a website created by a non-profit
organization whose primary goals are, "educating the world about Atatirk, Turkish
culture and heritage, and bringing the people of Turkish heritage and friends of Turkey
for continuing education about Turkish history, culture and related issues." Id.
85 Id.; see also BROWNING, supra note 39, at 18.
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read and write, to return to their village and teach in the schools
there.86 Additionally, the law directed these men to help construct
new school buildings, teach adults in the village at least two
evenings a week, and introduce new methods for farming to help
improve agricultural productivity.87 In Turkey, literacy rates rose
from a figure of less than nine percent in 1923, to more than thirty-
three percent by 1938.88
Atattirk further emphasized putting women's secondary and
higher education on equal footing with the men of Turkey. 9 He
stated, "the educational institutions of our country have to be
uniform. All our children of both sexes must receive the same,
uniform education." 9 With the Civil Law of 1926, Atattirk
opened all Turkish schools, except the military schools, to the
women of Turkey.91 Atatirk further transformed the University of
Istanbul into a modem university and a few years later founded the
University of Ankara.92
Atatfirk did much to transform the new Turkish nation into a
republic. His Six Arrows of Kemalism guided the politics of the
second phase of the great reforms, and were later incorporated into
the Turkish Constitution of the Republic in 1937, to define the
basic principles of the State. 93 While the first three arrows of
Kemalism, republicanism, 94 nationalism,95 and populism,96 did not
generate much controversy, the last three arrows, dtatism,
86 BROWNING, supra note 39, at 21.
87 Id.
88 Atatirk, supra note 84.
89 Id.
90 EMEL DOGRAmACi, RIGHTS OF WOMEN IN TURKEY 146 (1982).
91 Id. at 148.
92 Atatfirk, supra note 84.
93 HOWARD, supra note 9, at 108.
94 This arrow stood for the principle that the people exercised sovereignty through
elected representatives in Parliament, to which no power in the State would be superior.
Id. at 108.
95 This arrow meant that the Turkish Republic owed its existence to the Turkish
people who had formed this nation on Turkish soil, united by a strong national Turkish
culture. Id.
96 Populism referred to a government that was based on the faith of the Turkish
people, and the idea that the State belonged to all the people, regardless of sex, religion,
or other characteristic. Id.
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secularism, and revolutionism created much contention.97 The
Turkish nation never universally accepted the principle of dtatism
and conservatives understood revolutionism to be something
closer to "reformism."98  Most importantly, people on various
points on the political spectrum interpreted the meaning of
secularism differently.99 The result of these differing views led to
a partial breakdown of Kemalism in 1938 with Atatfirk's death.'00
Yet, these principles of Kemalism would in part live on, in the
very least as a devotion to Atattirk, the founder of the Turkish
Republic. 0 '
After an illness diagnosed as cirrhosis of the liver, Mustafa
Kemal, Atatfirk, died on November 10, 1938.102 Ismet Inonu,' °3
successor to Atattirk, became the second president of the Turkish
Republic.'0 4 His presidency coincided with the start of the Second
World War that was beginning in Europe, and the first years of the
war proved to be hard for the Turkish economy.'0 5 The Turkish
nation saw shortages of basic goods, inflation, and a government




100 See Turkish Odyssey, The Republic Period, at http://turkishodyssey.com/
Turkey/history/history4.htm (last visited Jan. 15, 2003) (on file with the North Carolina
Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation).
101 See HOWARD, supra note 9, at 108.
102 Id. at 107.
103 "The statesman and career military officer Ismet Inonu, (1884-1973), became
the principal lieutenant of Kemal Atattrk in the post-World War I struggle for Turkish
independence. Inonu was the Turkish representative at the Lausanne Conference which
overturned the wartime settlement and established the Turkish Republic in 1923."
Turkish Odyssey, supra note 100.
104 HOWARD, supra note 9, at 109.
105 Turkish Odyssey, supra note 100.
"Ismat was prime minister twice during Atattirk's presidency. As the second
president (1938-50), Inonu kept Turkey neutral during World War II and
prepared the country for democratic elections, which resulted in the removal of
his Republican People's party from power (1950). He then led the opposition to
the Democratic party's regime until its overthrow by a coup in 1960."
Id.
106 This was a tax that was levied on big farmers, property owners, and businessmen
who had "amassed inflated profits by exploiting the difficult economic situation but
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Simultaneously, Turkish villagers grew resentful of Kemalist
measures that forced them to build the school buildings and roads
for the schoolmasters, who in turn often criticized the secularism
of society and education. °8 Moreover, Islam was resurging into
the daily life of Turkey.'0 9
Il. The Islamic Religion and Its Impact on the Treatment of
Women in Modern Turkish Society
Kemalist republican nationalism, as a dominant ideology,
could not and did not replace the multi-level appeal of Islam in
providing identity and organizing principles of life."0  At the
public level, Kemalism could not compete with the divine laws of
Islam, and on the individual level, it could not meet intellectual
needs for ethics. Furthermore, its values were inadequate,
shallow, and thin."' In short, following nearly twenty-five years
as a secularist nation under Atattirk and Ismet Inonu, Islam
reemerged in Turkish society because something was missing
from the values of Kemalism that only religion could supply." 2
Ideologies of secularization sought to reduce the impact of Islam
on politics, but allowed Islam to become a refuge for marginal
people suffering from deprivation and alienation from the State
and society." 3 In order to understand how Islam impacts a society
and ways of thinking about women's roles in life, the main
concepts of Islam must be explored.
Islam is frequently viewed as a total religion; that is, not only
as a theological belief, but also as a way of living life that guides
political, economic, and social behavior."" Islam accepts and
[had] not [paid] commensurate taxes." HOWARD, supra note 9, at 112. There were two
groups that had profited from the war: Muslim owners of large estates and non-Muslim
merchants who had been involved in the urban importation of much needed
commodities. Id. It did not take long to figure out that this tax was going to fall mainly
on the non-Muslims of Turkey. Id.
107 Id. at 111-12.
108 Id. at 112.
109 See BROWNING, supra note 39, at 33-36.
110 ISLAM IN MODERN TuRKEY, supra note 42, at 7.
Ill Id.
112 See id.
113 Id. at 12.
114 Id. at 32.
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obeys the teachings of Allah (God), as revealed in his teachings to
the prophet, Muhammad." 5 In Islam, Allah alone is the Almighty,
the Creator, the Sovereign, and has no son or partner.'16 Muslims
believe that Allah revealed books to His messengers as proof for
mankind and as guidance for man to live his life.117 One of these
books was the Quran, or Kur'an, "which God [Allah] revealed to
the prophet Muhammad" directly." 8
The Kur'an contains the guiding principles for Islam, and
"consists of commandments [;] ... prohibitions; promises of good
news; threats and warnings of punishments; ... parables [; and]
social and personal laws or codes for specific social and individual
situations.""' 9  Scholars assembled all of the guiding principles
from the Kur'an and developed the shariah, which is the Islamic
Law. 120 One of the main sources scholars use in examining the
shariah is textual guidance from the Kur'an, known as the
sunna. 12 1  The sunna is a set of stories about the prophet
Muhammad that illustrate advice and lessons to be learned from
Muhammad's behavior. 12
2
"Constant recitation of the Kur'an ... is a witness to the faith
of the Muslim.' ' 123 Many Muslims write it, read it, study it, and
memorize it in order to incorporate its words into important
moments of their lives. 24  The ideal of the Islamic faith is to
spread the word of Allah, to utter his name in all places constantly,
and to begin every call to prayer, five times per day with, "It is
Allah who is magnificent!', 125 Moreover, each time Muslims pray,
115 A Brief Illustrated Guide to Understanding Islam, General Information on Islam,
at http://www.Islam-guide.com/frm-ch3-1.htm (last visited Jan. 15, 2003) (on file with
the North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation).
116 Id.
117 Id. at ch. 3-2.
118 Id.
119 ADIL OZDEMIR & KENNETH FRANK, VISIBLE ISLAM IN MODERN TURKEY 33 (John
Hick ed., 2000).
120 Id. at 35.
121 Id.
122 Id.
123 Id. at 46.
124 Id. at 46-47.
125 Id. at 50.
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they recount all ninety-nine names of Allah, which are really
adjectives, or attributes, such as Merciful, Loving, Wise, Judging,
Creating, and Truthful. 26 "When going through all the names of
Allah," Muslims make use of prayer beads to insure they recount
all the names of Allah.1
27
"The time of marriage between Muslims is [also] an occasion
for witnessing to faith. 1 28 The Kur'an presents many images of
the husband and wife relationship: as guardians, servants, friends,
and lovers to one another. 29 Muhammad encouraged followers to
live their married life on a contractual basis. 30 He urged the
couple "to form a proper marriage contract as an expression of
mutual responsibility."'' The couple creates the marital contract
in a local wedding hall, in only a few minutes time. 132
"After the marriage contract has been signed," but before
intercourse has taken place, "the male relatives of the new groom
escort him into a mosque" for prayer.'33 He then returns to the
couple's new home and together the newlyweds pray before the
first act of intercourse.'34 According to the Kur'an, "every act of
sexual intercourse in a marriage is seen as legitimate and is
somehow to be rewarded."' 35  At the same time, "every act of
sexual intercourse outside of marriage is illegitimate" and
harmful.'36 Therefore, when a young person engages in any sort of
sexual behavior outside of marriage, it is seen as a curse on any
sort of marital relation he or she may later have.'37 This idea,
coupled with the fact that a woman's and her family's worth in
Turkish society depends on her purity, provides the social and
126 Id. at 51.
127 Id.




132 Id. at 57.
133 Id.
134 Id. at 57-58.
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religious context of the virginity test in Turkey.138
IV. Virginity Testing in Modern Turkey
In Turkey, a woman and her family's honor depends on
whether she is a virgin at the time of her marriage.139 If an
unmarried woman is not a virgin, her chances of marriage are
virtually nonexistent. 40 In order to insure a woman is still a
virgin, the use of virginity testing emerged as the dominant tool. 141
In most situations, the test is performed on the woman against her
will by a medical doctor. 142
This comment will first discuss the role of forensic physicians
in virginity testing in Part V. 143 Part VI discusses the groups of
women in Turkey who are primarily affected by such
examinations, the consequences of such examinations, and the
State departments responsible for administering the virginity
tests. 144 Part VII then looks at the legal and human rights issues
raised by the practice of virginity testing and analyzes these issues
with respect to the Turkish criminal code and various international
human rights agreements with which Turkey is a party. 14  Finally,
this comment will mention the limited remedies available to these
women who are tested, or could face testing. 146
138 America will not soon forget the Pakistani woman who was gang raped on order
of her village jury for the misconduct of her eleven-year-old brother. See Pakistani
Woman Recalls Jury-Ordered Rape, NY TIMES, July 6, 2002, at Al. This punishment,
similar to the virginity tests, reflects the importance of a young girl's virginity to her
family name.
139 HRW Report, supra note 10, at 5.
140 Id.
141 See id.
142 See JAMA Survey, supra note 13, at 485.
143 See id.; see also infra notes 143-66 and accompanying text.
144 See infra notes 170-216 and accompanying text.
145 See infra notes 217-86 and accompanying text.
146 See infra notes 287-99 and accompanying text.
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V. The Role of Turkish Forensic Physicians in the
Performance of the Virginity Test 147
Physicians in Turkey "reported a wide-range of experiences in
conducting virginity examinations. '  Differences about what
virginity means contributed to the wide variety of such
experiences. 49  Most commonly, the respondents stated that
virginity could be "defined as having an intact hymen and/or no
penile penetration of the vagina.""15  This latter answer is most
commonly how the Western part of the world views virginity.51
But "a quarter of [the] respondents defined virginity as
'innocence. "' 152
Some respondents reported up to forty years experience in
performing virginity tests, while others reported they had never
conducted a virginity test."' The ages of those respondents ranged
from twenty-four to seventy-two years, with the median at thirty-
six. 114 Respondents stated that in the year preceding the survey,
they performed 5,901 virginity examinations, with twenty-six
physicians conducting more than 80% of the total examinations
and nine doctors conducting over half of the examinations.1 55 The
persons requesting such examinations and their reasons behind
147 Most of the following information has been gained through a cross-sectional
self-administered survey of 118 physicians who practiced, were formally trained in, or
who were training in forensic medicine between April and October of 1998 in Turkey.
JAMA Survey, supra note 13, at 485. Surveys were completed during the Forensic
Science Congress that was held in Kusadasi in April of 1998, as well as in urban
academic and medical practice settings from April to October 1998. Id. The purpose of
the survey was to access forensic physicians' experiences and attitudes regarding
virginity testing in Turkey, and to understand the frequency and circumstances of
conducting these tests, opinions regarding the consequences of such tests and
recommendations for changing the practice. Id. The survey consisted of 100 questions
sent to 158 physicians in Turkey. About 74% or 118 of those physicians completed the
survey. Id.
148 Id. at 487.
149 Id.
150 Id.
151 See generally HRW Report, supra note 10.
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requesting the tests are also responsible for the variance of
respondents' experiences in conducting virginity examinations."'
In one instance, the parents of a young girl under the age of
eighteen made the request for testing, while in the other instances
the request was made by the woman for herself, the police or
public prosecutors in Turkey, or an adult woman's parents.'57
Over one-third of respondents reported they had refused to
perform a virginity examination because someone without
authority had asked them to conduct the test.'58 Many of these
requests came from parents who do not have legal authority to
request such an examination.'59 The respondents stated a number
of reasons for the tests, such as, to confirm or deny allegations of
sexual assault, voluntary sexual intercourse between two minors,
or sexual intercourse with another prior to divorce. 6 ° Lack of
blood on the marriage sheets was another reason behind some of
the virginity tests.' 6'
The survey also asked for feedback on the attitudes of the
respondents about virginity testing. One question posed to the
physicians was to articulate the potential benefits and to identify
any adverse consequences of the tests.'62 The most commonly
reported benefit was the collection of forensic evidence for a
crime, while respondents less frequently cited that these tests
could maintain a woman's honor. 163 Sixty-eight percent of the
respondents reported that they believe that virginity tests are
inappropriate in cases where alleged sexual assault is not an issue,
and fifty-three physicians who had conducted an examination for a
reason other than sexual assault stated that these examinations
were inappropriate. 16  The physicians who reported that these
types of examinations were appropriate stated two reasons for
156 Id.
157 Id.
158 Id. at 487-88.
159 Id. at 489.
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believing this: compliance with the law and the patient's wishes.165
Survey respondents also noted several adverse affects that
virginity tests can have on women, including psychological
trauma, loss of self-esteem, and a violation of privacy.166 Only
three respondents reported that the tests have no adverse
consequences for the woman.'67 On the whole, most of the
respondents felt very sure about the accuracy of tests they had
performed, and the majority of physicians surveyed stated they
believed the accuracy rate of tests they had performed was at least
ninety percent. 168
The survey also elicited recommendations. A majority of
respondents supported a change in the role of physicians in
administering virginity tests and stated that physicians should only
conduct these types of exams if sexual assault is suspected. Over
half of the respondents reported that requests for the exams should
be limited to legal authorities.
169
Finally, in January of 1999, Turkey's Ministry of Justice
issued a decree banning the practice of virginity testing absent
allegations of sexual assault and requiring authorities requesting
such examinations to obtain a judge's approval to order the test,
which could then be performed only to collect forensic evidence
for criminal cases.
170
VI. Women Affected by the Virginity Tests
The 1999 ban on virginity testing was short-lived.' 7' In July of
2001, Turkey's Minister of Health, Osman Durmus, made the






170 Id. at 489.
171 See HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH WORLD REPORT 2001: WOMEN'S HUMAN RIGHTS,
Turkey: Virginity Tests Reinstated, Human Rights Watch (Washington D.C., July 25,
2001), at http://www.hrw.org/press/2001/07/turkey0724.htm (last visited Feb. 6, 2003)
(on file with the North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial
Regulation).
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high school girls. 172 Durmus claimed that the tests would protect
the nation's youth from prostitution and underage sexual
relations. 3 The decree affected those high school girls studying
to become nurses and allowed principals in State schools that train
nurses, midwives, and other health workers to perform virginity
tests on those girls the principal suspected of having had sexual
intercourse. 74
The controversies that arose surrounding the re-institution
reflected deep divisions in the country between those who saw
Turkey as more Western culturally, and those still aligning
themselves with the Islamic bloc.7 5 Durmus stated, however, that
no girl would be tested without the school first obtaining a court
order.176 If the exam demonstrated that an underage female
student had engaged in sexual intercourse, then she would be
expelled from the school.'77
The Statute for Awards and Discipline in the High School
Education Institutions, issued by the Ministry of Education in
January 1995, supported expulsion for "un-chastity."'7 8  An
amendment to this statute no longer allows school administrators
to "determine" whether girls are virgins. 7 9 The amendment also
eliminated reference to the girls' chastity as a basis for expulsion
and instead calls for expulsion of students not "behaving properly"
in school. 180
172 Id.
173 The Nando Times, Turkish Virginity Tests Anger Nurses, Women's Groups (July
19, 2001), http://www.flash-bulletin.de/2000/eJulyl9.htm#1 (last visited Feb. 6, 2003)





177 AAAS Human Rights Action Network, Science and Human Rights Program,
Virginity Testing of Female Students (Aug. 2001), at http://shr.aaas.org/aaashran/
alert.php?aid=188 (last visited Feb. 6, 2003) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of
International Law and Commercial Regulation).
178 Id.
179 Turkey Scraps Virginity Tests, BBC News (Feb. 28, 2002), http://news.bbc.
co.uk/1/hi/world/europe/1845784.stm (on file with the North Carolina Journal of
International Law and Commercial Regulation).
180 Id.
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Hostility towards the revival of the virginity testing of high
school girls came with good reason.'' The initial ban that limited
the tests in 1999 to cases where sexual assault was alleged was
brought on in part by several incidents where girls who faced
testing ran away or committed suicide. 8 2 In separate incidents in
1992, two female high school students killed themselves after
school authorities ordered them to submit to a virginity test.'83 In
May 1992, one girl ran away from home after learning that the
director of her school had urged her father to take her for a
virginity examination.'84 Several days later, the girl was found
dead, and her father had a virginity exam performed on her dead
body. 85 Also reported was an instance where five girls between
the ages of twelve and sixteen, seeking to avoid a virginity test
ordered by the director of their State foster home, ingested rat
poison, and then jumped into a water tank, in an attempt to commit
suicide. 86 The girls survived, and virginity tests were performed
on them as they lay in their hospital beds.'87 This last instance
prompted the 1999 ban.'88
Suicide was not the only consequence of virginity
examinations.' 89 One girl, a rape victim, told her parents about the
crime and they took her for a virginity test. 90 When the test
proved she was not a virgin, her parents denied her food and
severely beat her until she left home.' 9' Having no money, shelter,
and no hope of marrying, the young girl became a prostitute. 92
Although she would later marry and have four children, her
husband taunted her and beat her for not being a virgin at the time
181 See World Briefs 11, WASH. POST, Jan. 28, 1998, at 3 [hereinafter World Briefs
I1]; see also HRW Report, supra note 10, at 3.
182 See World Briefs H, supra note 181.
183 See HRW Report, supra note 10, at 3.
184 Id.
185 Id.
186 See World Briefs H, supra note 181.
187 Id.; see also HRW Report, supra note 10, at 3.
188 See supra note 181.
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of their marriage.'93
Even though the law allowing virginity testing of students has
now been rescinded, women in Turkey are still not completely
protected from having to undergo virginity tests.'94 Police may
still force women who are detained as political prisoners or
suspected of being prostitutes to submit to virginity exams.'95 The
Mus Bulanak Security office detained a journalist'96 who was
traveling in southeastern Turkey with a colleague in January of
1993.'9 The security office held the women overnight, questioned
them, and took them to the Mus State Hospital the next morning.
At this point, according to one of the journalists:
[T]he doctor took me into his office to the table where women
give birth. I was shocked, and I turned to leave, but the doctor
was standing between me and the door. I realized that they were
going to do virginity control. I said that I wanted to see a
lawyer, that I was detained for no reason. Then the Anti-Terror
Police stood up and said, "Why don't you want virginity
control? We do this to all of the women we detain to protect
ourselves. Why do you refuse? Are you not sure of yourself?"
Then the doctor said, "You better do this or they will force your
legs apart for you." He pulled me apart and looked. He opened
me with his fingers and looked with a tool in his hand. 198
The above scenario illustrates the lose-lose situation that a
woman faces when someone tries to perform a virginity test on
her.' 99 If she submits, she must undergo the humiliating and often
painful exam, the result of which is in the discretion of the doctor
giving the examination. Or she may refuse, at which point she is
accused of not being a virgin because the test-giver assumes that
she is refusing to take it because she is not a virgin. After the
doctor was done examining this journalist, he then proceeded to
193 Id.
194 Id.
195 See HRW Report, supra note 10, at 5.
196 Id. This journalist wanted to remain anonymous in the report so that her family
would not discover that she had been subjected to a virginity examination during her
detention. Id. She also asked that her traveling companion not be named in the report.
Id.
197 Id.
198 Id. at 16 (emphasis added).
199 Id.
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forcibly examine her friend.2 °°
Police, in some instances, have also used the results of
virginity tests to harass women.20 ' If the exam shows that a
woman is not a virgin, this result is used to taunt and humiliate
her.20 2 If the exam shows that the woman is a virgin, police may
then threaten to rape her and destroy her honor. 3 In the past, the
police in Turkey have used forced virginity tests for punishment.20 4
Specifically, when eight female prisoners tried to escape from
prison, the prison director ordered the women to undergo virginity
tests. 205 The women resisted, but were examined against their
will.206
Police and other State officials claim that their basis for
administering such virginity examinations is to protect women
from being abused while in police custody.2 7 They maintain that
a virginity examination before and after the incarceration or
interrogation will act as a deterrent to police so that they will not
sexually assault the women detainees.20 8 Police urge that these
exams are a way for them to defend themselves against charges of
custodial rape, and in turn being held responsible for a woman's
loss of honor.2 9 This argument assumes that the only women who
will ever be able to bring a successful rape claim against their
detainees will be the women who can prove their virginity prior to
detention.2 0 The determination that a woman is or is not a virgin
prior to interrogation, however, will always be made by a person
at the prison or station and therefore is likely to be a biased
200 Id.




205 Id. This story was relayed to HRW by Eren Keskin, an attorney in Istanbul






210 Id. at 17-18.
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determination of an already inaccurate procedure.21'
Aydin v. Turkey illustrates this problematic situation.212 In this
case, Sukran Aydin, a seventeen year old Turkish woman, alleged
that during detention by State security forces she was tortured and
raped.213 She alleged that she was taken to a room, stripped of her
clothes, beaten, and sprayed with cold water from high-pressure
jets.214 Later, in another room, she was raped by a person in
military clothing and subsequently beaten.215 When released, after
being been held for three days, she lodged a complaint with the
local Public Prosecutor who made arrangements for a virginity test
to establish whether she had been raped.216 The examination was
carried out by two doctors who were not experienced in dealing
with rape cases. 2 17  The Public Prosecutor attempted to procure
custody records relating to the applicant's detention, which were
found to be incomplete, and wrote three letters to the chief of
security for the region, but the chief of security did not reply.218
After this cursory attempt at investigation, the Public Prosecutor
reported to the Attorney General that there was no evidence to
support Aydin's complaints of rape and torture.
219
Aydin then complained to the European Commission on
Human Rights, alleging she had been subjected to physical torture,
rape, and that she had been denied the right to an effective
domestic remedy with respect to those violations. 22' The
Commission referred the complaint to the European Court of
Human Rights, which held that the evidence proved beyond a
reasonable doubt that Aydin had been raped and tortured while in
custody, and that Turkey had failed to conduct an effective
211 Id. at 17.
212 Aydin v. Turkey, 1997-VI Eur. Ct. H.R, http://www.echr.coe.int/Eng/
Judgments.htm (last visited Jan. 24, 2003) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of
International Law and Commercial Regulation).
213 Id. at 254.
214 Id. at 259.
215 Id.
216 Id.
217 Id. at 260.
218 Id. at 261.
219 Id.
220 Id. at 269.
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investigation into these allegations. 221  The court found that one
inadequacy of the investigation was the virginity examination,
which was apathetic and not focused on whether Aydin had been
raped, but instead focused on whether or not she was a virgin.222
Women have also complained that certain divisions of the
Department of Defense have required virginity examinations as a
prerequisite for women applying for civil service jobs.223 In
addition, some State hospitals in Turkey have written rules
permitting the hospital to give a virginity examination to all
female patients before entry into care.224 One incident occurred in
Bakirkoy Mental Hospital, a State hospital in Istanbul, in May
1991. The provincial health director for Istanbul arrived with a
few assistants to investigate allegations of staff sexual misconduct
with female patients 5.2 2  The health director went straight to the
ward from where the complaint had come and separated the
married women from the unmarried women and performed a
virginity test on the unmarried women, without their consent.2 6
The rationale behind testing the hospital patients before their
admittance is a variation of the reasoning put forth by the police in
conducting such examinations 7.2 2  The hospitals claim that these
exams are justified because they serve the victim's interest in
being protected from rape and sexual abuse while at the hospital,
and purportedly allow the hospital to establish the veracity of
allegations of staff misconduct.228 Yet, given that the hymen and
surrounding vaginal tissue can heal quickly, an exam provides no
221 Id. at 274.
222 Id. at 255.
223 HRW Report, supra note 10, at 22. In 1988, such an accusation was made
against the State Cartography Department, which is a division of the Department of
Defense. Id. The accusation was widely reported in the press after the women involved
made anonymous complaints, however, according to a journalist that investigated these
complaints, the women then refused to come forward or to bring any sort of legal action
for the fear of revealing their identities. Id.
224 Id.
225 Id.
226 Id. at 23 The Istanbul Doctors' Chamber, a professional medical association,
responded to these allegations by investigating the medical ethics involved in the
incident. Id. However, no other government inquiry was conducted. Id.
227 See supra notes 196-99 and accompanying text.
228 HRW Report, supra note 10, at 23.
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evidence of abuse even if there had in fact been a sexual assault on
a patient, making these "necessary" exams basically useless as a
deterrent.229
VII. The Legal Context of the Virginity Test in Turkey
Generally, written laws are classified into six categories of
descending authority and importance. 2" These categories of
231authority include the Constitution, codes and statutes,
international treaties, statutory decrees, regulations, and by-
laws.232 Article 10 of the Turkish Constitution grants equality on
the basis of sex, religion, and sect.233 However, the Turkish Civil
and Criminal Code seem to take away this right of equality
granted in the Constitution.234
The Turkish Civil Code places women in a secondary status to
men.2 3 ' Article 152 provides that the man is the head of the
household and the marriage, he has the right to determine the place
of residence, and has the responsibility to provide for his wife and
children.236 The wife serves as "the assistant and the consultant of
her husband to pursue in the happiness of the family. 23
7
The Turkish Criminal Code238 also reveals the sexual biases of
Turkish society and the importance of a woman's virginity in
several areas of criminal law, particularly in the crimes of adultery
229 See id. at 3.
230 INTRODUCTION TO TURKISH LAW 6 (Tugrul Ansay et al. eds., 1996).
231 Id. The supremacy in the Turkish Constitution is clearly expressed in the
eleventh Article, which states, "laws should not be in conflict with the Constitution." Id.
"The provisions of the Constitution shall be fundamental legal principles binding the
legislative, executive and judicial organs, administrative authorities and individuals." Id.
232 Id. at 6-8.
233 Broken Promise, supra note 12, at 329.
234 See id.
235 See id.
236 Id. at 330.
237 Id. (referring to Article 153).
238 HRW Report, supra note 6, at 7. In 1926, Turkey adopted the Italian criminal
code of 1889 as its own. Id. Although the code has been amended numerous times and
had over half of its articles changed, the code still remains in place. Id. In addition to
this code, Turkey also has numerous other regulations and statutes pertaining to crimes
and special fields of criminal law. Id.
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and rape. 239 This is illustrated by the fact that these two crimes fall
under the heading of "Crimes Against Public Decency and Family
Order," rather than under Section 9 of the Criminal Code entitled
"Crimes Against the Person."24  In the Criminal Code, two
separate definitions of adultery exist: one definition that is
applicable to women and another that is applicable to men.241
Section 440 defines adultery for women and simply states that a
married woman who commits adultery shall be imprisoned for six
months to three years. 42 In contrast, for a man to be accused of
adultery, it must be shown that the man engaged in a relationship
with a woman outside of his marriage, that the relationship was
continuous, that the relationship resembled a relationship between
a husband and a wife, and that the woman he is involved with is
single. 243 Thus, it is much harder to sustain a charge of adultery
against a man than a woman in Turkish society.
244
The Criminal Code also reflects the importance of virginity in
society with respect to the crime of rape.245 Under Section 423,
one is imprisoned for six months to two years for "remov[ing] the
virginity of a girl who has completed fifteen years of age, with a
promise of marriage. '' 246  Thus, the crime of rape in this case
depends not on the act of rape itself, but on the virginity of the
victim. 247 Further, if the man marries the girl, the prosecution will
suspend the punishment and legally the rape disappears, assuming
that the couple does not divorce within five years.248 Prior to
1990, before the Code was amended, if a man raped a prostitute,
his punishment could be reduced by as much as one-third.2 49 The
reduction in the punishment was based on the rationale that the
rape of a non-virgin was not as serious as the rape of a virgin,
239 Broken Promise, supra note 12, at 332-33.
240 Id. at 332.
241 Id.
242 THE TURKISH CRIMINAL CODE 142 (1965) [hereinafter Criminal Code].
243 Broken Promise, supra note 12, at 332.
244 See id.
245 See Criminal Code, supra note 242, at 138.
246 Id.
247 Broken Promise, supra note 12, at 333.
248 Criminal Code, supra note 242, at 138.
249 Broken Promise, supra note 12, at 333.
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because a woman who was no longer a virgin was not worth as
much to society as a virgin.25 0 This reflects the fact that these laws
are more concerned about protecting a woman's virginity than
they are about protecting the individual woman.25'
State-sponsored hospitals, prisons, and some civil service
departments in Turkey all have been involved in the testing of
women's virginity.252 Unlike a private examination performed by
a family physician and requested by the woman's own family, a
virginity test administered by a State-run agency constitutes State
action.25 3  "The Turkish government bears the responsibility for
the actions of its agents and for its failure to act" against such
examinations conducted by non-State actors.254
The Directorate for Women's Status and Problems at the U.S.
Department of the State claims it is hard to call virginity testing in
Turkey "State sponsored," but acknowledges that the practice does
exist in criminal cases where sexual assault has been alleged.255
Further, she acknowledges that a regulation in the Ministry of
Justice does permit virginity testing for the purpose of a criminal
case, as long as the prosecutor and the woman consent.256 She also
states that this cultural practice of "protecting" women's honor
and the honor of the family is ingrained in Turkey and that
virginity testing is simply one of the manifestations.2 7  This
manifestation constitutes State action.
"While states are not responsible for the actions of private
persons or agencies, the State must meet their international
obligation." '258 Thus, while a State is not responsible for the
250 HRW Report, supra note 10, at 8.
251 Id.
252 See id.
253 See id. at 24-27.
254 Id. at 26.
255 E-mail from Annie Pforzheimer, U.S. Dept. of State, to Marcia L. Pearson (Nov.
16, 2001) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial
Regulation) [hereinafter Pforzheimer E-mail].
256 Id.
257 Id.
258 Broken Promise, supra note 12, at 337 (quoting Rebecca J. Cook, State
Responsibility for Violations of Women's Human Rights, 7 HARV. HUM. RTs. J. 125, 151
(1994)).
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private acts of abuses against women, the State has a responsibility
to "exercise due diligence to eliminate, reduce, and mitigate the
incidence...., 259 This is the case with virginity testing. In failing
to remedy these privacy violations against the women of Turkey,
the State has facilitated a wrongful act and should be seen as an
accomplice in the commission of the wrongs.260
By giving conflicting views on the subject, allowing the
practice to continue in some State-run institutions, and not
outlawing the practice entirely; Turkey has consented to the tests
and thereby legitimized the procedure.261 In doing this, Turkey
violates numerous domestic laws, covenants, and international
human rights agreements to which it has agreed.262
The first such agreement is the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, a United Nations (U.N.) agreement.263  Turkey
joined the United Nations in October of 1945.264 The preamble to
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that the
declaration is:
[A] common standard of achievement for all peoples and all
nations, to the end that every individual and every organ of
society, keeping this Declaration constantly in mind, shall strive
by teaching and education to promote respect for these rights
and freedoms and by progressive measures, national and
international, to secure their universal and effective recognition
and observance, both among the peoples of Member States
themselves and among the peoples of territories under their
jurisdiction.265
The first article that needs to be evaluated in relation to the
virginity test is Article 2, which states that "[e]veryone is entitled
to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without
259 Broken Promise, supra note 12, at 337.
260 Id. at 337-38.
261 Id. at 338.
262 See infra notes 263-99 and accompanying text.
263 G.A. Res. 217A(III), U.N. Doc. A/810, at 71 (1948), available at
http://www.un.org/Overview/rights.html (last visited Feb. 6, 2003) [hereinafter DHR].
264 United Nations, List of Member States, at http://www.un.org/
Overview/unmember.html (last visited Feb. 6, 2003) (on file with the North Carolina
Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation).
265 DHR, supra note 263, at 72.
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distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language,
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,
property, birth or other status. 266 This means that when Turkey
signed this agreement it agreed to apply all the provisions to both
males and females in Turkish society. 267 Article 3 goes on to state
that "[e]veryone has the right to life, liberty and security of
person. 268 Article 5 then states that "[n]o one shall be subjected
to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment., 269 The performance of virginity testing on a woman
is cruel, inhuman, degrading, and most of the time against her will,
which implicates torture. 27" Finally, the Declaration states: "No
one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy,
family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour
and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law
against such interference or attacks. 271 Virginity testing invades
the physical privacy of the woman and, moreover, is a direct
attack on a woman's honor and reputation.272 The Declaration
offers protection of the law from interference of this type.273 Yet,
Turkish regulation in both the Ministry of Health and the Ministry
of Education provide for virginity testing.
274
The next agreement to which Turkey is a member that
deserves examination is the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR). Article 2 of the Covenant provides:
Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect
and to ensure to all individuals within its territory and subject to
its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the present Covenant,
without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex,
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social





270 See HRW Report, supra note 10, at 9-10.
271 DHR, supra note 263, at Article 12.
272 See generally HRW Report, supra note 10.
273 See supra note 269 and accompanying text.
274 Pforzheimer E-mail, supra note 255 (emphasis added).
275 G.A. Res. 2200A(XXI), U.N. GAOR, 21st Sess., Supp. No. 16, at 53, U.N. Doc.
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This language is very similar to the preamble of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, 276  and the provisions in this
Covenant are close to those found in the Declaration. 277  For
example, Article 7 of the Covenant states, "[n]o one shall be
subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or
punishment.' '278  This sounds very much like Article 5 of the
Declaration of Human Rights, and as the virginity tests violates
the Declaration; it similarly violates Article 7 of the Covenant.279
Article 17 of the Covenant states, "[n]o one shall be subjected to
arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home
or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour and
reputation." 28 °
The Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment is also relevant when
discussing the international and human rights implications of the
virginity test in Turkey. 281 This agreement also contains articles
that are violated by the performance of virginity testing in Turkey,
as well as by Turkish regulations allowing such testing.282 Article
13 states, "[e]ach State Party shall ensure that any individual who
alleges he has been subjected to torture in any territory under its
jurisdiction has the right to complain to, and to have his case
promptly and impartially examined by, its competent
authorities.2 83  The Convention goes on to state, "[e]ach State
A/6316 (1966), 999 U.N.T.S. 171 entered into force Mar. 23, 1976, available at
http://www.unhchr.ch/html/menu3/b/a-ccpr.htm (last visited Feb. 6, 2003) [hereinafter
ICCPR].
276 See supra note 263 and accompanying text.
277 See supra notes 266-74 and accompanying text.
278 ICCPR, supra note 275, at Article 7.
279 See supra note 268 and accompanying text.
280 ICCPR, supra note 275, at Article 17.
281 Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment
or Punishment, G.A. Res. 39/46 [Annex], U.N. GAOR, 39th Sess., Supp. No. 51, at 197,
U.N. Doc. A/39/51 (1984), available at http://www.umn.edu/humanrts/
instree/h2catoc.htm (last visited Feb. 6, 2003) [hereinafter Convention Against Torture].
282 Human Rights Internet, For the Record 1997, The UN Human Rights System,
Western Europe and Other, Turkey, at http://hri.ca/fortherecordl997/vol6/turkey.htm
(last visited Feb. 7, 2003) (on file with the North Carolina Journal of International Law
and Commercial Regulation). See also Convention Against Torture, supra note 281.
283 Convention Against Torture, supra note 281, at Article 13.
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Party shall ensure in its legal system that the victim of an act of
torture obtains redress and has an enforceable right to fair and
adequate compensation, including the means for as full
rehabilitation as possible." '284 Currently, Turkey has no provision
that would allow any woman who was forced to undergo a
virginity test, in accordance with the Ministry of Health or the
Ministry of Education, to avoid the test without expulsion from
her school.285 Moreover, any woman who was tested against her
will in this situation would have no valid claim in any court of law
in Turkey to redress what had been done to her.286
Finally, virginity testing in Turkey also violates the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
Against Women. 287 Article 2 states that, "States Parties condemn
discrimination against women in all its forms, agree to pursue by
all appropriate means and without delay a policy of eliminating
discrimination against women. ,288 The practice of associating
a woman's honor in Turkey with her chastity, thus perpetuating
the perceived need for the virginity test, is discriminatory in that
males are not subject to the same requirements.289 Males are not
tested for virginity; and therefore, testing only women, according
to the regulations, constitutes discrimination. 290
By continuing the practice of virginity testing in Turkey,
especially under the guise of a state initiative, as in the case of
alleged rape, Turkey violates each of the above agreements.291
Furthermore, the Turkish Constitution also contains authority
that would not allow for the testing of a woman's virginity.292
Article 17 of the Turkish Constitution provides that "[t]he physical
integrity of the individual shall not be violated except under
284 Id. at Article 14.
285 See supra notes 172-80 and accompanying text.
286 See id.
287 See G.A. Res. 34/180 [Annex], U.N. GAOR, 34th Sess., Supp. No. 46, at 193,
U.N. Doc. A/34/46 (1980), available at http://wwwl.umn.eduIhumanrts/instree/
elcedaw.htm (last visited Feb. 6, 2003).
288 Id. at Article 2.
289 HRW Report, supra note 10, at 6.
290 Id.
291 See id at 9; see also supra notes 263-90 and accompanying text.
292 HRW Report, supra note 10, at 10.
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medical necessity and in cases prescribed by law." '293 The
regulations allowing for the virginity testing of students are not
considered law and they are not for medical necessity.
294
However, they continue in violation of Article 17 of the Turkish
Constitution. Further, Article 20 states, "[e]veryone has the right
to demand respect for his private and family life. Privacy of
individual and family life cannot be violated., 295  However, in
most situations, women are ordered to submit to the test or the
consequences of refusal are so grave that the woman has no choice
but to submit to the test.296 If a woman refuses to submit to testing,
she may be expelled, ostracized by her family, or shunned from
society.297
Article 10 of the Turkish Constitution states, "[a]ll individuals
are equal without any discrimination before the law, irrespective
of language, race, colour, sex, political opinion, philosophical
belief, religion and sect, or any such consideration., 298 Article 90
of the Constitution further states that international treaties ratified
by the Turkish Government have the force of domestic law.299
Yet, these treaties and international agreements, along with the
Constitution, are not protecting the women of Turkey as they
should from the practice of virginity testing.3 °°
VIII. Remedies and Recommendations
Turkey must take appropriate steps to insure that the practice
of virginity testing does not continue in Turkey. Turkey should
omit any reference to virginity as a basis for any crime or law in
its civil and criminal codes.3"1 Investigations of rape should focus
on the damage suffered by the individual woman and not the
damage done to a woman's virginity or the honor of her family.
30 2
293 Id. at n.33.
294 See supra notes 172-80.
295 HRW Report, supra note 10, at 10.
296 See supra notes 183-93 and accompanying text.
297 Id.
298 HRW Report, supra note 10, at 10.
299 Id.
300 See supra notes 172-229 and accompanying text.
301 HRW Report, supra note 10, at 28.
302 See id.
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Further, the distinctions between a man's virginity and a woman's
virginity should be eliminated in the elements of an adultery
claim.3"3 Moreover, the Criminal Code should explicitly make it a
crime for any person to perform a virginity test absent informed
consent by the woman herself.3"4 Additionally, sexual assault
victims should undergo an examination only if they have given
their informed consent, and the exam should not be performed for
the purpose of determining a woman's virginity, because such
findings are irrelevant to the crime involved.05
Also, all training materials to the police and administrative or
State-run agencies should include detailed information explicitly
prohibiting the practice of virginity testing and identifying the
rights of women to refuse virginity tests.30 6 Some doctors and
other State-run agencies do not know that they can and should
refuse to perform virginity examinations. One doctor stated:
I practiced two years as a doctor without knowing that women
have a right to say no to virginity control. Some doctors tell
women they have the right to say no, others do not. During my
obligatory medical service I performed ten virginity control
exams, two or three were women who had been raped. I didn't
like doing it, but I didn't know the rules.307
The United States government, other governments, and
organizations providing aid to Turkey for military and security
purposes should condition those funds on the assurances that
Turkey will conform to the numerous human rights agreements




306 Id. at 27.
307 Id. at 26.
308 Turkish Press Review, Summary of the Political and Economic News in the
Turkish Press, U.S. State Department: 'Foreign Aid for Turkey is Satisfactory', at
http://www.hri.org/news/turkey/trkpr/96-03-22.trkpr.html#09 (last visited Feb. 6, 2003)
(on file with the North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial
Regulation). In 1997 the United States made a proposal in which it would provide
Turkey with $235 million, including $175 million in Foreign Ministry sales and $60
million from the Economic Support Fund. Id. The United States took into consideration
the fact that Turkey belonged to NATO when considering the budget provided. Id.
Today, U.S. military grants and loans to Turkey have been reduced to zero, from a 1991
high of over $600 million, given the concern over Turkey's abuse of human rights.
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should urge the Ministry of Health to draft a law explicitly stating
that virginity tests are illegal and punishable.3 °9 Moreover, the
E.U. should continue to deny Turkey admission until these
conditions are met.310
Turkey is a country that has the capabilities to protect the
human rights of its citizens because it is a modem functioning
democracy with well-developed political and legal institutions.311
Yet, the strong, modem structures of the Turkish government,
built by Atatfirk, collapse with every human rights violation that
occurs within its boundaries.312 Virginity testing must be banned
in every respect and for every purpose to ensure that the women of
Turkey are guaranteed their human rights and to ensure that
Turkey maintains a modem face to the world.313
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